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INTRODUCTION 
It is the purpose of this paper to find necessary and sufficient conditions 
for an exterior p-form zu to factor into a product ZL’ = t A y1 h yz A ... A yTc 
of k l-forms, and a (p - K)-f orm; and to establish a maximum fork (Theorem 
1). This is done by introducing a certain invariant for w called “length” 
which is subsequently proved to be equal to the “rank” of the dual (E - p)- 
vector (Theorem 2). 
An interesting application is that an (212 - I)-form on an (2% + l)- 
dimensional vector-space always f;ictors into a product of a l-form and a 
(272 - 2)-form (Corollary 2.1). One also obtains a quick proof for the 
standard theorem that an exterior p-form w is fully-decomposable (i.e=, 
a product of l-forms) if and only if it is of minimal rankp, and that p + 2 < 
Y(ZL’) < n when ‘W is not fully decomposable (Corollary 2.2). 
1. FACTORIZATION OF AN ESTERIOR ~-FORM 
Let V be an fz-dimensional vector-space (over a ground-field K), with 
dual-space b7*, A V = @‘i=, ‘4pF and A V* = @“,=, /lpF*, the corre- 
sponding exterior algebras. 
DEFINITION. The length of an exterior p-form, zu E AQ Vi’, is defined to 
be the rank of the linear-map AZU: V* ---f Ap+l V* given by ( A .zu)y = y A zu, 
for all y E V*. It will be denoted by Z(W). 
PROPOSITION. Let 0 # w E A” V*. If Z(w) < n - 1, then zv = f A u 
for t E A P--l V* and u E V*, such that Z(t) = Z(w) + 1. 
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Proof. dim Ker( A zu) = n. - Z(w) > I. Thus choose 0 f u E Ker( A w). 




u A y E U @ AD-l FV, and by the property of tensor-products; since u # 0, 
we have that y = 0. Thus, w = t A u. We now claim that Ker( A w) = 
u @ Ker( A t) 
(i) u n Ker( A t) = 0 since t A u = w f: 0. 
(ii) Let ?z E Ker( A w). Then h = cu + y, for y E FE’, and c, a scalar. 
O=hAZu=(Cu+y)AtAU=(yAt)AZIEl\“T/VOU; SinCe Ufo, 
we have that y A t = 0, i.e., y E Ker( A t). Thus, h E u @ Ker( A t), 
and this proves the claim. Hence, 
n - Z(w) = dim Ker( A w) = 1 + dim Ker( A t) = 1 + n - Z(t), 
and thus Z(t) = Z(w) + 1 as required. 
We now use this proposition to deduce the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM. d nonxmo exterior p-form, w, can be factored into a product of k 
l-forms and a (p - k)-form if and on@ zf k < n - Z(w). 
Proof. (i) Necessity. suppose w = t A u1 A u, A ... A 2~. ~4~‘s are linearly- 
independent since w + 0, and they all belong to Ker( A w). Thus, 
k < dim Ker( A w) = n - Z(w). 
(ii) Sufficiency. Proof by induction on k. The case k = 1 follows from 
the preceeding proposition. Let k 3 2; and assume the induction hypothesis 
for k - 1. By the preceding proposition, w = t A u for t E An-l V*, u E I/*, 
and Z(t) = Z(w) + 1. Thus, k - 1 < n - Z(w) - 1 = n - Z(t), and applying 
the induction hypothesis to t, we deduce that t = g A u1 A u2 A ... A ukel . 
Thus, w = t A u = g A u1 A ua A ..’ A zlkwl A u is the required factorization. 
COROLLARY. An exterior p-form w can be factored into a product of 
{n - Z(w)) l-forms and a{p + Z(w) - n} form of maximal length a. 
Proof. Put k = n - Z(w) in the above theorem. 
2. THE RELATION BETWEEN “RANK" AND “LENGTH" AND APPLICATIONS 
In what follows next, we shall assume that AD V* and AP T’ are dual 
vector-spaces, with the dual-pairing 
(VI* A -.’ A V9*; Vl A ... A VP> = 1 (w “)@I*; V,(l)) ..’ (VP*; Q(p)). 
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DEFINITION 1. Rank of an exterior p-form w E I\p I’* is defined to be 
the rank of the linear-map, 1~: A+l li+ V*, given by the equation 
(X J w; y) = (ZO; x A y) for all x E Ap-r V and y E PT. It will be denoted by 
r(w). 
DEFINITION 2. For a fixed volume-element 52 E A” V*; the star-duality 
isomorphism, *: lip V* -+ l\+J V, is defined by the equation 
(t; *(w))Q = t A w for all t E .4n--p5”6. 
Remark. Before stating the next proposition, let us note that r(w) and I(w) 
are defined for w E AP V as for w E AP V* by replacing V and V” throughout. 
PROPOSITION. Let w E AD V* and *(w) = t E An--p b-, then the following 
diagnram is comnutati~ue 
where (Jt)* is the “dual” of the map Jt: An--p--l V* -+ 6’. 
Proof. Straightforward verification. 
THEOREM. If wEA” V* and *(w) = tEA”-” V, thmz 
(i) r(w) = Z(t), 
(ii) Z(zu) = r(t). 
Proof. By “duality,” it is sufficient to prove one of these statements, 
and we shall prove the latter. 
By the preceding proposition *( A ZL’) = (Jt)*. Taking ranks of both 
sides and noting that * is an isomorphism and that dual-maps have the same 
rank, it follows that rank of ( A w) = rank of (Jr), but rank of ( A ZO) = 
E(w); and rank of (Jt) = q(t) by definition. Thus, Z(w) = r(t) as required. 
COROLLARY I. An extel-ior (2rz - l)-for82 on a/z (272 + l)-dimensi5:onal 
vector-space alz!ays factors into a product of a l-form and an (272 - 2)-form. 
Proof. Let w E Azn-l V*; dim V = 2n + 1 and *(w) = t E A2 I;. l(w) = 
r(t) by the above theorem, and q(t) is even since t is a a-vector (e.g., refer to 
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[l, p. 251). Thus, Z(W) is even, and, consequently, Z(W) < dim V - 1 and 
the result follows from Proposition 1. 
COROLLARY 2. (i) An exterior p-form, w, is fully-decomposable ;f and 
only ;f r(w) = p. 
(ii) If w is not ful&decomposable, then p + 2 < r(w) < n. 
Proof. Let *(al) = t E II~-J’ V. Since * maps fully-decomposable 
elements onto fully-decomposable-elements (e.g., refer to [I, p. 211); w is 
fully-decomposable if and only if t is fully-decomposable. By Theorem 1, 
t is fully-decomposable if and only if r(t) = n - (n - p) = p. By the 
above theorem, Y(W) = Z(t), and thus zu is fully-decomposable if and only if 
r(w) =p. 
(ii) By the corollary to Theorem 1, t can be written as a product of 
{n - Z(t)} l- vet ors t and a {Z(t) - p}-vector, say g, of length n. f is not fully- 
decomposable since w is not, and hence g is not a scalar. Also, since any 
l-vector has length 1; and Z(g) = n > 1; g cannot be a l-vector. Thus, 
degree of g = Z(t) -p > 2, i.e., Z(t) > p + 2, and, by the above theorem 
r(zu) 3 p + 2. This completes the proof. 
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